Marlborough and District Canine Society

Thank you to the committee for asking me to judge and the exhibitors for bringing there
dogs under me.
Schnuazer
1st Graduate Khanate Amear Illusion RBOB
Well balanced schnauzer, nice dark eye with well developed body. Harsh coat and of ideal
height.
1st Open Odivane maid for fun with schnaubern BOB
Best of Schnauzers, overall nice structure with correct height. Deep chest and ok movement.
Powered round the ring and was shown to perfection.
Miniature Schnauzer
1st Junior Spirited Away Eternal Lover For Penbro (imp Pol) BOB and BP
A lovely young puppy who really captures your eye when entering the ring. Dark eyes with
neat, v shaped ears. With a moderately long neck and a straight topline. Movement was the
best on the day for the breed and felt for one so young the maturity and overall package of
this puppy shows for a bright future! Pleased to see him go Group 4, Puppy Group 1 and
BPIS.
1st Post Graduate Figheldean Eternal Flame RBOB
Another nice Miniature Schnauzer, overall nice shape and size. Lovely dark eye with harsh
coat, deep chest and ok movement. Was shown to perfection.

Dalmatian
1st Junior Gwynmor High Five To Hunacres (Imp Nld) BP and RBOB
What a wonderful black and white puppy bitch!! Everything is developing nicely . Well laid
shoulders, well developed second thigh. Good turn of stifle which enabled for powerful
movement. One of the best movements of the day. Shown and presented in immaculate
condition. With a bit more maturity will be taking top honors in no time. Im sure a bright
future awaits this young puppy.
1st Post Graduate Philcarthom Xcaliber At Finnidal
Black and white dog, with a lovely level topline. Showing a deep chest and nice turn of stifle.
Nice dark eye and fairly long neck.
1st Open Tamilanda Blue Water Lilly at Dotsadaisy BOB
Another lovely bitch who was black and white, developing nicely in all areas. Showing all the
qualities this kennel has previously shown. Movement was one of the best of the day.
Nothing is over done on this bitch. Coat was one of the best i have judged to date and loved
her drive and power when moving round the ring. Perfectly sized with a deep chest and a
level topline. Pleased to award her BOB !
Beagle
Junior 1st Dialynne Solace At Gemark BOB
Very nice beagle , developing very nicely. Lovely straight topline with ribs well sprung. Stifle
was well bent and feet were tight and firm. Was pleased to award BOB!
Post Graduate 1st Dialynne Solace At Gemark BOB
Open 1st Redcap Break the Mould at Likenlees SHCM RBOB
Nice beagle with ok movement. Nice head and dark eyes. Neck sufficiently long and
shoulders well laid back.
Charlotte Page (Winflash)

